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Mobility Platforms and Services Show the Way to Clouds!

The continued rise in the capabilities and use of smart phones, to the point that at 
‘lightweight’ user levels a smart phone can be considered a direct substitute for a 
PC, looks unlikely to abate. Parks Associates predicts that by 2014, there will be 
more than one billion smart phones in daily use while Ericsson provided a more 
detailed analysis of the year 2009 stating: There are now more than 400 million 
mobile broadband subscriptions; data growth has increased 280 percent in the 
last two years and is still increasing; and on 3G networks, voice is a relatively 
insignificant part against the amount of data traffic. At the same time, Apple 
iPhones are being used as specialist mobile devices in a wide range of industries 
from the military to hospitals, and an entire new generation of applications are 
being built to take advantage of powerful new operating systems; Google Android, 
Intel, and Nokia’s shared MeeGo and Microsoft Windows 7 Mobile.

The attractions are not just the freedom offered by the small handheld devices, 
but the users’ ability to readily and easily personalize their own smart phone 
without any technology complications. To have a wide selection of cheap, or free, 
services that can be niche or generic in their appeal, and with the ability to combine 
content, interaction, and communication in a new generation of enhanced 
experiences are all factors that appeal. Especially, when compared to the traditional 
locked-down PC at the working place. Many employees are quick to point out the 
effectiveness and ease-of-use of their home PCs, which fully utilize the Internet 
and Web in comparison to their work-place PC.

The resulting widespread adoption is driven by both, individuals choosing to buy 
and use their own smart phones in the absence of any enterprise deployment 
plan, and sees business managers demanding new business applications to make 
use of these capabilities, and to reach new or existing customers. Either way, it 
places new expectations onto the in-house IT department in respect of Mobility. 
The term Mobility used to mean adding a capability to an existing in-house 
application to access remotely by a specific device running a specific code. Today, 
all these new developments and capabilities introduce the need for a Mobility 
platform, a term introduced by the Mobility industry, whereas at first glance as to 
what is required, the IT industry would perhaps define this as Middleware. 
However, in reality, it is a real platform, close in detail to a PaaS, Platform as a 
Service, in the cloud stack, and therefore worth understanding in more detail.

Unlike IT, the Telecoms industry has always had to consider external integration 
and end-to-end services as lying at the heart of its use of technology. In this case, 
the industry formed the Open Mobile Alliance, OMA, which was formed in 2002, 
bringing together a number of smaller existing bodies and industry alliances into 
one consolidated body with the ability to cover all aspects. The OMA has focused 
on the higher layers, or application protocols, to ensure solutions can work over 
any lower physical network layers, such as G2 or G3, thus allowing all smart 
phones to share common application level solutions and capabilities regardless of 
the connecting network type.

The results have been the definition of an open and standardized Mobility 
Platform, which though adherence is voluntary, offers strong commercial benefits, 
amongst which is underpinning the efforts by 24 telecom operators to build a 
common ‘app store’. This is designed to be an ‘open’ equivalent to the Apple App 
Store. The approach, and that of the Apple App store, are excellent metaphors for 
what services delivered from a cloud should provide, in the case of Apple, it is a 
closed and proprietary environment rather than the open environment of the 
OMA platform. In both, any provider can write an app and place it in app store, 
providing it meets the technology specification or standard and that’s all there is 
to it. Any user can decide on which apps they wish to use and expect them to 
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load and run on their iPhone, or smart phone, with no need for any technology 
assistance or support. 

Substitute nomenclature; i.e. instead of apps use the term ‘Services’ and make the 
environment Internet- and Web-based instead of telecoms wireless networks and 
the result is a ‘Cloud’ environment. At this stage, there is no single comprehensive 
equivalent to OMA, but there are serious alliances dealing with the major elements, 
and as in the telecoms market, recognition of the need to work together to create 
a common shared environment, is increasing. The attraction to many technology 
vendors of private clouds is the ability to offer technology in advance of the com-
pletion of full standards, and for internal IT operational efficiency this is perfectly 
acceptable. The challenge comes as external demands around genuinely new 
requirements start to grow, and that is why the topic of Hybrid clouds, allowing 
both an internal and an external cloud to co-exist, has now become a key issue. 
The private Cloud can be implemented today around internal and proprietary 
standards, and it can be linked later to external standards-oriented clouds.

For the IT department, the need to genuinely address Mobility not as an individu-
al solution, but with a Mobility Platform is moving to become a short-term issue. 
This brings with it the need to understand that this is, fundamentally, a user-con-
trolled environment and adjust policies accordingly. Some will also argue that this 
change also needs to embrace social networking use and policies as well, as this is 
also a user-created environment. Either way involves a shift from an enterprise 
policy around voice calls and expenses, to one around data downloads and possi-
bly charges for using selected services. Fortunately, the telecom industry’s long-
standing expertise makes good quality itemized billing available to help, but con-
sider this in the current PC desktop environment and multiply the numbers and 
types of services in use in an enterprise from hundreds of applications to hun-
dreds of thousands of available services.

For the IT department, the challenge of incorporating smart phones into enter-
prise IT systems represents the opportunity to gain experience in a learning curve 
that leads towards the overall switch that cloud computing introduces. The empha-
sis is now on users making choices as to the services and devices they will use 
from a huge market place of competitive offerings and capabilities. 

The impact of this and other technologies is discussed in the Capgemini CTO 
Blog.

http://www.capgemini.com/ctoblog
http://www.capgemini.com/ctoblog
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Movements by Industry Leaders
Cisco Unified Computing System, UCS, has been refined in a new announcement 
claiming that it now uses new Intel features to reduce power requirements. Cisco 
100 series Unmanaged Switches provide ultra-low cost units providing Fast 
Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet ports in 5,8,16, and 24 port sizes. Cisco WebEx 
Meeting Center now offers a free download for a BlackBerry to provide full 
access to most features. www.cisco.com

Oracle CRM On Demand R17 adds more analytics and flexibility over financial 
periods. Oracle proved that they would continue the development of Java by 
providing a critical update that addresses 27 serious vulnerabilities in Java. 
Oracle Primavera Systems project and portfolio management has been 
updated. Sun Solaris patches will be handled on the existing Oracle Quarterly 
planned critical maintenance cycle to allow Sun Solaris users to plan ahead for 
when update maintenance will be required. Oracle is to acquire life sciences 
application provider Phase Forward. New release MySQL Cluster 7.1 offers a 
selection of new features and a new Java connector. Oracle Enterprise 
Performance Management System, EPM, R11.1.2 brings together more features 
and updates with three new performance management applications (which are 
also available separately) based on Hyperion Disclosure Management, Financial 
Close Management, and Public Sector Planning and Budgeting. A new 
developer and user productivity interface kit comes in Oracle User Productivity 
Kit 3.6.1 and Oracle Tutor 12.2. The new version of AutoVue 20.0 comes with 
a wholly new architecture to support the widening use of document and 
collaboration viewing. Oracle Tuxedo 11g C, C++, and COBIL app server has 
been upgraded and a new Tuxedo Mainframe Re-Hosting product is also 
available. Oracle Social Services Suite combines new releases (also available 
separately) of Oracle Policy Automation 10 and Siebel CRM Public Sector 8.2. 
Enterprise Manager 11g update adds still more features to the extensive 
management suite for all aspects of IT environment management. www.oracle.com

HP new Z series Workstations have an Intel six core Xeon processor 
configuration but the much increased power is still three times smaller in desktop 
footprint than existing models. Three new ProLiant G7 servers have been added 
to the range, all based on better integration into the HP converged infrastructure 
approach. HP concluded its acquisition of 3Com, placing it directly in the 
networking market. Three new printers offer ‘service’-based access through self 
installation of drivers into any PC plugged into them aiming to provide services 
for ‘guest’ offices, or business centers. HP’s new offer Client Infrastructure 
Services, CIS, provides the capability for enterprises to manage improvements in 
their operations and use of infrastructure. With the completion of the 3Com 
acquisition, HP revamped its ProCurve network product range and added 
3Com TippingPoint software to HP Secure Advantage software to broaden the 
threat detection capabilities. HP MPS Smart Decision Suite, and HP Enterprise 
Production Print Solutions combine to extend the range of HP Managed Print 
Solutions. www.hp.com

Leading Company Results (Revenues)
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Leading Company Results (Revenues)

Full Year: RIM (BlackBerry)  35% @ $15bn N N

Q4: RedHat  18% @ $195.9mn       N

Q3: Oracle  17% @ $6.4bn  Microsoft  8% @ $14.8bn   N

Q2: Apple  50% @ 13.5bn N N

Q1: Intel  44% @ $10.3bn        Atos Origin  5% @ $1.23bn      Google  23% @ $6.7bn

N IBM  5% @ $22.9bn Yahoo  1% @ 1.6bn VMware  35% @ $634mn

Nokia  3% @ $9.5bn Amazon  46% @ $7.13bn N
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Intel beta AppUp Center providing an application store for NetBooks running 
Intel’s own Moblin OS and Windows OS is now being extended, and, under a new 
agreement, these apps will also run on Nokia Maemo as it merges with Moblin to 
create one common Linux platform. The development code for MeeGo, the name 
for the merged mobile platform, has been released. Intel demonstrated a prototype 
of a new type of ultra-low cost home energy monitoring kit and proposed new 
standards to allow developers to add other useful home services to it. 
www.intel.com

IBM is partnering with Verizon to launch Managed Data Vault, a service to 
connect users via Verizon to an IBM-operated cloud where the users’ data will be 
replicated and made available to any selected user device. IBM Smart Analytics 
packages for various vertical markets use Power7 servers, WebSphere App Server, 
and DB2 to provide a real-time data analysis capability. IBM LotusLive social 
networking service has substantially broadened its reach with new partnerships 
with UPS, SalesForce.com, and Skype. Three new blades in 4,8, and 16 core 
versions are further additions to the Power7 data center platform line-up.
www.ibm.com 

Microsoft has announced an update to its Unified Comms Server but won’t be 
shipping until the second half of 2010; the new features are based on making the 
product independent of a PABX. The BING search engine will gain a series of 
new features in a rollout timed for late spring. A partnership with Ford on home 
energy management underpins Ford’s entry into the electric car market, with the 
new application called Hohm running on a Microsoft cloud to judge when the car 
can be recharged for lowest cost.  Microsoft High Performance Computing, HPC, 
Server 2008 R2 beta is now available adding the ability to use Windows 7 as part 
of the cluster. Microsoft will no longer support Intel/HP Itanium chip-based 
systems for its Windows Server 2008 software from R2 onward. Microsoft KIN 
One and Two Smart Phones are designed around gesture control and social 
networks as well as accommodating standard applications and services. ‘A 
significant update’ to Visual Studio 2010, Net Framework 4, and Silverlight 
4 extend the developer toolsets to deal with Azure, Windows 7 Mobile, and 
SharePoint. At the same time, Silverlight 4 plug-in has been released to add 
multimedia enhancements to a standard IE browser to support ‘rich internet 
applications’. Microsoft Office 2010 is now formally released together with 
SharePoint 2010, Visio 2010, and Project 2010. An extension to Microsoft 
ERP Dynamics GP 2010 adds integration with SharePoint and offers more than 
400 standard Business Intelligence (BI) reports. Facebook users will be able to 
use Microsoft Docs, the online version of Office 2010, for shared collaboration 
under a new partnership agreement. 
www.microsoft.com 

SAP Business One 8.8 application update aims at providing small and medium 
enterprises (SME) with a new level of integrated capabilities, aiming at user 
productivity through a new presentation layer. SAP NetWeaver Business Client 
3.0 release provides new functional connectivity to SAP Business All-in-One SAP 
is acquiring TechniData whose products have been white labelled by SAP for 
their Environment and Health products for some years. www.sap.com 

Google is offering increased scanning protection for Gmail as well as providing 
users with access to activity logs to check for unauthorized access. Adobe Flash 
Player is integrated with the Chrome browser and Google is working with Adobe 
on how the next generation of Browser Plug Ins will be defined. Google mobile 
Gmail comes with the Buzz Social Networking Application integrated to the 
mail box. Google is acquiring Plink, the visual search engine technology 
provider, to support Google’s Android-based visual search application. Upgrades 
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to Google Docs include a complete design of the core engine to support an 
increasing range of services and capabilities in line with new market demands. A 
timeline search on Twitter to display what were the topics at different points in 
time is being added to Google search capabilities. New Drag-and-Drop user 
interfaces for Chrome and FireFox have been added to Gmail, to help with 
adding and moving attachments from files. www.google.com

Amazon Relational Database Services, RDS, is being launched as a European 
service with the feature of ensuring that data will be held inside the EU.
www.amazon.com

Open Source Update
Mozilla Firefox support for Windows Phone 7 will not be available as Mozilla 
blames Microsoft for a lack of developer support, instead development time will 
be moved to Google Android and Nokia Maemo. Mozilla claims that Firefox now 
has 350 million users making it the holder of 30 percent of the browser market. 
www.mozilla.com

RedHat Enterprise Linux 5.5 is a comprehensive update for physical, virtual, or 
cloud deployments and is supported over IBM, Intel, HP, AMD, and Dell’s next 
generation platforms as well as a long list of new features. RedHat Enterprise 
Linux 6 beta is now available for download and comment. www.redhat.com 

IBM has been accused of breaking its pledge on open source patents  by 
threatening TurboHercules, emulator for Z series mainframes, of infringing two 
patents that were included in its list of 500 patents that it would allow open 
source companies to use without fear of being sued. www.ibm.com 

Citrix Xen 4.0 HyperVisor release adds full transactional synchronization 
running live between virtual machines on different physical servers to provide 
high redundancy with a range of other features. www.citrix.com 

More Noteworthy News
Gartner say PC sales worldwide grew by 27.4 percent in Q1 2010 which is 
seen as a sign that business spending is resuming and the drive of a shift to adopt 
Windows 7. www.gartner.com 

Apple MacOS 10.6.3 is a mix of security patches, improved performance features 
and fixes for compatibility issues for popular items such as QuickTime. The 
Apple iPad is launched to huge queues and is seen as a big success with 300,000 
sold on the first day. LogMeIn adds remote control functionality to iPads. Apple 
iPhone OS4.0 has been previewed and will provide a firmware upgrade that 
adds multi-tasking to a claimed list of more than 100 new features. Apple 
MacBook Pro Range of Notebooks has been updated with improved graphics, 
processors, and drives. www.apple.com 

Salesforce.com Chatter Social Platform service has been extended to allow 
developers to build plug-ins and to add a ‘market place’ feature, and the beta 
program has been extended to 250 companies. Salesforce is to acquire the Jigsaw 
business data base with its claimed 21 million people in 4 million companies to 
enhance its core CRM capabilities. www.salesforce.com 

VMware has been detailing its vision for ‘hybrid clouds’ in a series of 
roadshows that stress enterprises will be able to mix-and-match between public 
and private clouds whilst managing the total environment with VMware. VMware 
division SpringSource is acquiring open source cloud messaging platform 
vendor Rabbit Technologies to incorporate their RabbitMQ product into their 
Java suite of capabilities. www.vmware.com 
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Veeam, provider of VMware link to Microsoft System Center, has added a 
new capability to its networks Pro Pack that adds automated problem resolution. 
www.veeam.com 

Nokia is acquiring Novarra, a provider of Mobility Platforms and a Mobile 
Browser planning to use the technology to ’enhance’ the browsing experience on 
Nokia phones. A further acquisition brings in mapping data tools supplier 
MetaCarta. Nokia with Intel has released the development code for MeeGo, 
the merged mobile platform from combining Intel Moblin with Nokia Maemo. 
www.nokia.com 

Twitter’s homepage is being dramatically revamped to reflect the way 
information flows across the site and between users. www.twitter.com  

BlackBerry gains a Twitter feed in a new beta that adds direct messaging 
capabilities. www.blackberry.com 

CA will cut around 1,000 jobs – about 8 percent of the workforce – by the end 
of April, in a restructuring move that will allow it to move into new markets with 
the savings made. www.ca.com 

Juniper Networks is acquiring Ankeena, a media and content provisioning 
infrastructure provider that focuses on IP video. www.junipernetworks.com 

Information Builders’ WebFOCUS 8 business intelligence upgrade is claiming 
a first around its combinations of end-user personalization and data-profiling 
capability enhancements. www.informationbuilders.com 

Bull Novascale Bullion enterprise server for private clouds offers a fully 
virtualized environment for critical enterprise applications in a modular 
architecture that allows enterprises to only pay for the power they are using.
www.bull.com 

EMC Data Domain Global DeDuplication Array, GDA, is claimed to be the 
fastest inline de-duplication system with capacity of 12.8 Terabytes an hour.
www.emc.com 

Adobe Acobat.com Workspaces adds to the Acobat.com hosted service for 
document management, a collaboration service that allows teams to work on the 
hosted documents. Adobe Creative Suite 5 update is shipping with a focus on 
collaboration and reducing time and complexity in producing interactive apps.
www.adobe.com 

NetSuite SuiteCloud 2.0 upgrade to their cloud provisioning platform provides 
a new improved user experience and a range of new tools to support developers 
focusing on using Simple Object Access Protocol, SOAP. A partnership with 
Amazon introduces a new storage option called SuiteStorage using Amazon 
Simple Storage Service, S3, to support SuiteCloud Apps www.netsuite.com 

Dell Latitude E range of Laptops gains three new models, one of which is a 
semi-ruggedized unit. www.dell.com

Lenovo L series ThinkPads feature a lower specification with rugged build as 
low-cost volume deployment machines. www.lenovo.com 
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Compuware CloudSleuth community site provides a place for CIOs and their 
staff to exchange views on good practice in performance and security management 
of ‘boundaryless applications’. www.compuware.com 

Facebook Community pages is a new beta service to create communities around 
shared topics of interest with the capability to create and manage content and the 
stated ambition to ‘be the best collection of shared knowledge on a topic’. New 
developer tools provide ‘social plug-ins’ that allow any website to include 
Facebook functionality to its pages. www.facebook.com 

McAfee Anti-Virus products have been found to crash Windows XP after 
loading the 5958 DAT update before it was corrected for all downloads after 
Wednesday April 22. www.mcafee.com 


